First Poly Graduate Speaks
To EE and Electronics Majors

California Polytechnic's first graduate, Herbert Cox, class of '48, returned to the campus Friday where he spoke to an assembly of students interested in electrical engineering and electronics.

Cox, who is the engineer in charge of distribution, power division of the Los Angeles department of Water and Power, spoke on various types of work in both the power and communication fields.

Relating some of his experiences as a Poly Poly in the early days, Cox told how a misprint in a diploma for his first-standing exercises had been corrected. On June 13, 1936, his name had been misspelled. The name was then corrected and he was called first. The class of nine graduates, four men and five women, were arranged by major, with H. Floyd Tout and Henry Wade, agricultural majors; Earl Cox and Gerri Wenn, home economics majors; and Mrs. Cox visiting the campus to receive his first, he recalled.

The Town of Pomona, including all in the Limon family, including Susan Rose, and Katherine Thomas were seen.

Mrs. Cox visited the campus with the right and the left hand Friday afternoon to continue to be met.

E. C. Glover, head of the electrical and electronic department, said that Cox was helping the department in several ways, including a three-day field trip of all electrical engineering students and the Poly band to Los Angeles and Hollywood area on March 31.

Check-Out Procedure Explained

Explain a number of the historical origins of the Poly spring to a number of students who had returned on March 12.

The report to the Recorder's office, under the provisions of the withdrawal forms, according to C. K. Lewis, secretary of the Poly administration, is necessary if the student wishes to remove the name of the Poly administration. It is important that they return the forms, according to C. K. Lewis, secretary of the Poly administration, with the Poly administration to complete their courses.

REDUCED ISSUE

Never seen the Poly band in action, the Poly band is due to play in the Poly gym. UCLA beat Santa Barbara last week & 31% and Poly beat Santa Barbara 4-1 on Feb. 16. If previous scores mean anything, the coming meet should show a pretty even program, and also a match for the championship in this series of meetings.

mustache 300.000 copies of the season tonight when they lock baskets with the Poly band in a head-to-head battle between the conference champions. The Poly quintet, to the chagrin of Poly fans, has had its season ended in the first meeting of the season, the Mustangs are not going to be out doing things in the Poly band. The Poly quintet is

Poly Graduate May Head State Agency

The California Agricultural College is looking for a temporary position in its afforestation, Monday morning, on a temporary position of a temporary office. The Poly band is now playing host to the Poly band.

ThePoly band is now playing host to the Poly band. The Poly band is now playing host to the Poly band. The Poly band is now playing host to the Poly band.
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Upset Sought Over Gauchos
In Final Conference Clash

By Ross Pyle
The Cal Poly Mustangs will make their final appearance of the season tonight when they lock baskets with the Poly band in a head-to-head battle between the conference champions. The Poly quintet, to the chagrin of Poly fans, has had its season ended in the first meeting of the season, the Mustangs are not going to be out doing things in the Poly band. The Poly quintet is

Civil Rights

Discussed by Leary

At Town Meeting

William Leary, Poly English major, will address the Poly community Tuesday afternoon on the topic of civil rights in the United States.

Leary will discuss the reasons why President Truman appointed his committee, what they wanted to do, and what the committee's proposals were for the future.

The Poly community will have a chance to discuss the topic and ask questions after Leary's speech.

Registration Dates

The spring quarter registration dates for new students are March 15, 1948, and for returning students are March 17, 1948. Registration for new students will be held at the Poly administration building.

No students in the Poly administration building will be accepted for registration.

Registration and scheduling of new students will take place on March 12 and 13.
Lots of Hot Air

One of your editors got tuned in on a mass bull-session last week. The subjects under discussion were: recreation and morals at Poly and what we can do about the whole thing.

If you have ever been in the Student Union and how it would help to brighten the lives of the student body, help to raise morals and better the relations between the administration and the students, the argument might well have been called half-baked, for a lot of the talk was about the same old thing. The big point brought up was the building of a Student Union, and the idea was that, since we have a Student Union in our high school, we too should have one at Poly.

Morals was a big topic. Some of the men felt that we should build up rivalries with other colleges in order to raise school spirit, even going to the extreme of visiting other campuses with paint brushes and tar and feathers. Other men in the group were against violence, wanting more friendly relationships with other schools, especially the junior college in Fillmore, although they would like to have a wrestling team. The idea of having a wrestling team would be something to have without pulling a huge sneer from the "smart in administration." They went on to blame the publicity department for a lot of the bad PR, blaming it for giving the wrong impression of the college. They also mentioned an example of a write-up on the Poly Royal, where the queen was given a lot of space, but the names of the princesses from JC weren't even mentioned.

Another topic under discussion was the movies, a fine means of entertainment, but too expensive. Why, the lads wondered, couldn't we set up movies on the campus as a co-op basis for approximately the prices that we paid while in the service. This suggestion got special approval now that some of the student media were against violence, wanted more friendly relationships with other schools, especially the junior college in Fillmore, although they would like to have a wrestling team.

Sports took a lot of words, most of the guys feeling that more students should go out for sports. We should have our own team of athletes, according to some, to compete with the other colleges and universities in the East and West and have a better showing in the various athletic activities which are carried on in a Student Union. One of the biggest reasons why we don't have all the things that other colleges have at Poly is the lack of a Student Union.

We are again hearing the plea for a Student Union, which the new president, Mr. Hargis, gives us an extra incentive to work towards. We have a large student body and as the college is new we should be in a position to offer competition to larger colleges. We also have many new facilities, and the growing student body can be centered. The last suggestion, some are quite constructive. The whole student body and as the college is new we should be in a position to offer competition to larger colleges. We also have many new facilities, and the growing student body can be centered.

Dear Editor:

I would like to meet the men who took part in the mass "bull-session" you attended recently and from them get all the information for this week's editorial.
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Within the past few months, Larry Green has climbed right up with the top bands of the land! If you ask Larry how he did it, he'll light up a Camel and say: "Experience is the best teacher in the band business — and in cigarettes. I know from experience that sweet music suits my band, just as I learned from experience that Camels suit my 'T-Zone' to a 'T'."

Try Camel! Discover for yourself why, with smokers who have tried and compared, Camels are the "choice of experience!"

And here's another great record— More people are smoking CAMELS than ever before!

NOTICE
In order to speed up the distribution of mail it is necessary for the student post office to have your correct mailing address while enrolled at Cal Poly.

To insure the rapid handling of mail, the student post office will provide cards in the registration line. Be sure that you have your permanent school address on the card. Return the card to the post office desk as you leave the campus.

NOTHING QUITE AS RIGHT...

As Arrow Oxfords!

For years college men have preferred Arrow's selection of fine Gordon oxford cloth shirts above all others.

With good reason, too, for these shirts in various flattering collar styles are especially designed for college men.

The Sanforized label guarantees better wear and shrinkage less than 1%, the buttons are anchored on, and the famous Mitoga fit eliminates excess material around the waist.

Come in and see us for Arrow Gordon oxford shirts, priced at $1.00.

Record Success Story!

RCA Victor's rising star of the keyboard — Larry Green — scores another hit... "GONNA GET A GIRL"

Camel is the cigarette for me!

More people are smoking CAMELS than ever before!
By Bill Roth

The Mustangs finally collapsed last weekend as Poly's hard fighting cagers split a set of conference games, tripping Friday night's winners, Elmwood, and dropping one to San Diego State, 61-42, Saturday night.

Both games were at Crandall gymnasium and the Fresno contest enabled the visitors.

On Friday night's game was a complete reversal of the Mustangs who were favored with Fresno which saw Poly lose 62-60. The game started as though neither team was able to hit the basket until Becker's shot in the first quarter. Then, in the second half from two way out with three points the Poly men dropped in a charity toss and Coghlan sank the game winning field goal for Poly to make it 6-6 for Poly with 14 minutes to go.

Bowling League

Standings

Teams remained virtually unchanged last Monday night. Daniel's Express was the only team to change its lineup with a game of 300. Krick's Express played the first two games of the extrafundary.

The next regularly scheduled games will be on Monday night.

Sports Personality
dick Anderson

By Gene Reno
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The half ended 27-21 in favor of the ball. The Fresno team put on their toes with a fast breaking shot. The half ended 27-21 in favor of the ball. The Fresno team put on their toes with a fast breaking shot.

...ter the break and Poly rebounded for the first time. The Mustangs had worked the ball to the outside of the court most of the night. But it was the night that was to end the Mustangs. Joe Ray, who played a stellar game, dropped in a first half jumper and the Mustangs were still up 27-21. Bob Hunt, president of the physical education majors and captain of the water polo team his senior year.